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 No hints are currently available for this game - sorry! If you find any hints or if you are a developer and want to contribute,
please. V 1.05b The game is fully translated and fully working. There are some minor issues with proper functioning of some
events that has been reported by the player. The "fluffy one" event and the event that involves the snow (the battle against that

one: where the snow that can be collected) are not working and are reported to be not working. This update includes a new chart
to allow players to find what percentage of the available progress and 100% of the finished map is reached. Items are once again
working but need to be built as one item to be used. No further actions required. V 1.04a Update to be compatible with the 1.04
update of the official game released in 2011. No changes to the translation, all the original event text is there. The game is fully
translated and fully working. There are some minor issues with proper functioning of some events that has been reported by the
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player. The "nagakomi" event and the event that involves the snow (the battle against that one: where the snow that can be
collected) are not working and are reported to be not working. V 1.03 This update adds a faster movement mode and a special

move available through the item. No further actions required. Also, 1 enemy being in the map with no random encounter during
the journey (could be either the housemate or the cat) will make the journey faster by 5 minutes. No further actions required.

Items are once again working but need to be built as one item 82157476af
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